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LATE ANTIQUE and early mediaeval South Arabia together constitute a
historical period of gradual qualitative changes, resulting in the formation
of a mediaeval type of society and way of life. Traditions and stereotypes
of where and how to settle were also changing, particularly through two
great movements of people - the migration and settlement in Yemen of
bedouin tribes from Inner Arabia, and then further migration of Yemenis
(mainly the same tribes) to the north during the Muslim conquests.
the Fate of Ancient Towns
Migration and the establishment of the new settlements were common
features for ancient Yemenis. The Sabaeans had founded strongholds in
many places during their m ilitary cam paigns, e.g. at B aybun in
Hadramawt, while the Mineans established trade colonies everywhere on
the route to the Mediterranean. Hadramis had settled near the main sources
of frankincense, as at Sumhuram. One of the main Sabaean terms for the
“inhabitants of a town” - hwr - also means “settler, immigrant”.1

Many of the examples used below are drawn from the author’s field work in
Badramawt and Mahra as leader of the Soviet-Yemeni Historical Expedition, 1983-90.
A. Beeston, M. Ghul, W. Muller, J. Ryckmans, Sabaic Dictionary (Louvain-Beirut,
1982), 73.
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The ancient Yemenis of both early and late periods knew different
kinds of seasonal settlements. Such was the nature of many of the South
Arabian ports that people came there from the fortified cities of the
hinterland in the seasons when ships came and went and trade flourished.
Market places near Yemeni towns were also a kind of temporary
settlement. A Qatabanian trade code found in Timna (first century B.C.)
describes the rules applied to foreign merchants in their dwelling places
outside the city. Such special places for the temporary settlement of
incoming merchants and pilgrims to holy places exist near ancient,
mediaeval and modern towns of the Hadramawt. A good example of such a
settlement is the complex of multi-storey mudbrick houses near the tomb of
the Prophet Hud in Hadramawt, where the houses were inhabited for only a
week annually during the pilgrimage season.
In the Middle Ages noble migrants (sada, mashayikh ) settled in the
places which became “holy (or forbidden) territories”, considered to be
outside the tribal lands and protected from the implementation of tribal
laws. This is a type of settlement called hawta in southern Yemen and hijra
in the north.2 They became a kind of “reservoir” for accommodating the
people coming from outside. Hawtas and hijras also provide examples of
a process whereby a temporary settlement becomes a permanent one. A
good example of this process is the Mashhad of al-Sayyid ‘All ibn Hasan
al-‘Attas in Wadi Daw‘an, a relatively recent shrine.
An important phenomenon characteristic of the period of late
antiquity in Yemen is the transference of the main centres of state and
culture from the semi-desert plains to the highlands. The capitals of Saba’
and Hadramawt at M a’rib and Shabwa, respectively, which stood on the
“shore” of the desert, both entered into a period of decline. The cities in
the inner agricultural highlands become, by contrast, more and more
important. The fate of the highland city of S an ‘a ’ is instructive in this
context. The city is very old, but it only begins to be mentioned in
inscriptions from the first century A.D.; thereafter it is mentioned with
increasing frequency up to the sixth century. At first, it emerges as an
important military centre, a point of gathering for troops; it then becomes

2 R.B. Serjeant, The Saiyids o f Hadramawt (London, 1957); id., ‘Haram and Hawtah,
the Sacred Enclave in Arabia”, in ‘Abd al-Rahman Badawi, ed., Mélanges Taha Husain
(Cairo, 1962), 41-58.
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the residence of the heir to the throne, probably as a second capital.3
Finally, it gradually it becomes the centre of state administration, especially
during periods of foreign rule; thus it was the residence of Abraha after
the Ethiopian conquest of ca A.D. 525 and later of the Sasanian and Islamic
governors. In the Islamic period, San‘a ’ was both officially and unofficially
the main city of Yemen.
Another process characteristic of the Yemen in late antiquity is that
towns lose the relative independence which they seem to have enjoyed in
ancient times. In the fifth-sixth centuries most of the Yemeni towns became
the residences of local rulers and royal governors. An ancient Yemeni
town usually contained a fortress/palace of the ruler: this was an old
tradition. The palaces of Salhln, M a’rib and Zafar (Raydan) were royal
symbols of the Sabaean, H adram ! and Himyarite dynasties. The royal
palace of San‘a ’ - Ghumdan - became in Yemeni epic the main symbol of
authority over the whole of South Arabia.4
After Islamization, the old administrative division into mikhlafs was
preserved, but some new centres came to the fore, among them al-Janad,
where the first Muslim governors settled, and where presumably the first
Yemeni mosque was built. Nevertheless, tradition prevailed and San‘a ’ still
retained its prime role. The post of governor of San‘a ’ soon came to mean
rule over all parts of the Yemen.5
The Islamization of San‘a ’ resulted in largescale building activity,
which did not however change its main features. The city continued to
consist of a complex of family houses (dar), in the midst of intercity
agricultural lands, mainly gardens, divided into different quarters by
channels for the flood waters. The palace of Ghumdan was destroyed by
fire during the reign of Caliph ‘Uthman and nothing was built in its place
on the same monumental scale. The Muslims began to build mosques at
San‘a ’ mainly on unoccupied land - thus the Great Mosque was built on the
site of a garden of Badham, the last Sasanian governor. On an empty site
nearby an Islamic graveyard was established.6 The churches seem to have
become mosques only gradually, and were much used as a source of

3 A.G.Lundin, “Sabaean City Sana in the 1st to 6th Centuries A.D.”, in Ancient and
Mediaeval Monuments of the Civilisation o f Southern Arabia (Moscow, 1988), 39-48.
4 M.B.Piotrovsky, “The Fate of the Castle Ghumdan”, Ancient and Mediaeval Monuments
(n. 4), 28-38.
3 M.B.Piotrovsky, Yuznaya Araviya v rannee srednevekovye (Moscow, 1985), 23-34.
6 Al-Ràzî, Tar’ïkh madïnat S a n 'â ’, ed. Husayn al-'Amrl and ‘Abd al-Jabbâr Zakkâr
(Damascus, 1974), 76-77, 82.
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building material, as some of the architectural details of the Great Mosque
o f San‘a ’ reveal. The main trend of further development was the rise in
density of the dars as available space became increasingly constricted
between the stretches of agricultural land within the city, some of which
still exist in modem San‘a ’.
The Settlement of Nomads
The period of transition from antiquity to the Middle Ages was further
notable for the increasing role of nomads in Arabian and Yemeni history.
The bedouin (nomadic and semi-nomadic) were infiltrating en masse into
the agricultural regions and city environs. The traditional social
stratification of Yemeni society nowadays, which singles out a privileged
strata of tribesmen or qabill, is a reminder of the process when incoming
nomads became part of the ruling class.
The narrative sources and the data of historical geography make it
possible to see a gradual introduction into the Yemen of such tribal
confederations as Kinda, Madhhij and others.7 Bedouin groups became an
important part of the urban population, sometimes merging with the
sedentary people inside and around the towns, to comprise “dual” tribes,
entering into existing territorial communities and taking their names or
giving them their own. The classical example is the formula “the tribe of
Hamdan, both its townfolk and nomads” (inscription Ja 1028/7). Step by
step some of the villages and small towns began to fall under the
domination of the bedouins and became the residences of bedouin nobility.
Other tribesmen increasingly settled in these villages and towns, to
constitute an important part of the population, even in the larger ancient
cities. While abandoning their bedouin way of economic life, they still
retained for many centuries most of their bedouin social habits and
traditions.
A good example of a city under the domination of nomads is
provided by the town of Qaryat al-Faw in Saudi Arabia, on the trade route
to the Yemen. It was an important centre which became in the first
centuries A.D. the capital of a Kinda state. Excavations have brought to
light a market complex, dwelling quarters and a separate complex of

7 Piotrovsky, Yuznaya Araviya (n.6), 50-70.
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ruler’s residence and royal tombs. The inscriptions tell us that the city was
under the domination of the tribes of Kinda, Qahtan and Madhhij.8
From the third century A.D., Kinda began to infiltrate into Yemeni
territories, and in the fifth century massive waves of Kinda entered Wadi
Hadramawt, most of its western districts falling to Kinda. One of their
main centres was the desert fortress of al-‘Abr, which became the base of
the Kinda chief Yazld ibn Qabsha, who revolted in the mid-sixth century
against Abraha, the Ethiopian governor of Yemen. Important places like
‘Andal, Maynan and Sadba had become the centres of different clans of
Kinda, many of them descended from the aristocratic branches of the tribe.
Archaeological investigation in the region has not succeeded in
finding early Kinda sites with fifth-sixth century strata, but it is possible to
see some of the developments of that period by studying late mediaeval
sites and comparing them with the ancient ones. In the Middle Ages, many
of the settlements in Hadramawt shifted to the slopes of the highlands. In
the ancient period, most of the towns and villages stood in the central parts
of the wadis. In late antiquity many of these settlements declined. Only the
most important trade centres remained, as at Shibam and Tarim. The Kinda
chose their main bases from among the settlements near or under the steep
slopes of the Hadrami highlands. Usually, these settlements consist of two
parts. On a high hill or rock stands a citadel or small fortress. Below,
usually also on a hill, stands a village. These sites always have ancient strata
under the mediaeval layers; they are the villages where the first bedouin
settled. Western Hadramawt, as we have seen, was the main area of Kinda
settlement, but there was also a wave of Kinda coming from the east, from
al-Yamama and al-Bahrayn. They had some important strongholds in the
eastern part of the Wadi Hadramawt at Dammun, Tarim and Nujayr.
Kinda settlements were always connected with trade and trade routes.
In eastern Hadramawt they lived near one of the most important markets of
Arabia, known as the Tomb of the Prophet Hud, which was under the
control of Mahra bedouin. In the western part of the Hadramawt Kinda
controlled another famous market, al-Rabiya, and imposed taxes there. AlRabiya was probably located in the lower part of Wad! l-‘Ayn, where it
flows into Wadi Daw‘an, near the modern villages of Marawih and alNabiya, not very far from the ancient economic and religious centre,

8 A.R. al-Ansari, Qaryat al-Faw. A Portrait o f Preislamic Civilisation in Saudi Arabia (alRiyad, 1982).
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Raybun. The market itself does not yield much in the way of material
remains to indicate its precise location. It can be identified, however, by a
historical and geographical analysis, combined with the study of rock
inscriptions in the environs. These criteria make the mouths of Wadi
Daw'an and Wad! l-‘Ayn equally suitable candidates for the site of the
market of al-Rabiya.
Life on the Trade Routes
Temporary and permanent markets and settlements were part of a dynamic
system which also included trade routes. Yemenis spent a considerable part
of their life in travel on the roads, and so these too have to be studied as a
part of the overall settlement pattern. During the field seasons in
Hadramawt and Mahra our expedition undertook a field study of some
parts of the ancient frankincense route. The main branches of the road are
full of material remains of a particular kind: structures to protect from
rain, to collect and store water, constructions for the defence of the
mountain passes, such as the wall in Wadi 1-Bina’, and road signs made of
stone or carved on the rock. There are various small constructions at the
caravan meeting places, such as hearths, stones for sitting and walls against
the wind, small storehouses and enclosures for sheep and goats. Near the
road one meets the material remains of nomadic life - the chains of stone
cairns, which represent real or symbolic tombs, and remains of bedouin
camps where the use of natural rocks as a shelter was supplemented by
hand made stone constructions.
Around the resting places of the caravans are many rock
inscriptions, which point to the date and origin of the traders and travellers
coming through the region. There are many clear remains from the first
centuries up to the sixth century A.D. It is worth mentioning that Islamic
inscriptions in Arabic are very rare on the trade routes. A particular kind
of trade route monument is provided by the dwelling caves or grottos in
Mahra and in some parts of the HadramI highland. The ceilings of these
caves have many ancient inscriptions in black and red paint.
Roads connected the coast with the inland regions of Arabia. One of
the initial points of the frankincense route was the port of Qana, which is
already well-known from the written sources and is currently being
excavated. The port flourished during the peak period of Roman-Indian
trade, but was conquered at the end of the third century by the Himyarites,
who burned the ships in its harbour. However, after a short period of
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decline the port recovered in the sixth century. This period, as the ceramic
finds clearly show, was characterised by an intensification of Qana’s
African connections alongside the traditional Mediterranean ones.
In the first centuries A.D., Qana was a large port and a city of many
different quarters, rich and poor. It had harbour constructions for defence,
storage, and customs. The sand in this part of the site still smells of
frankincense, which is to be found there in large quantities. Excavation has
also revealed many HadramI copper coins dated to the first centuries B.C.,
and found at the probable site of the market, in a sanctuary building with
ancient Yemeni, Greek and probably Syriac graffiti on the wall plaster.
One Greek graffito was done by a certain Cosmas, who asks God to help
him in his trade ventures by sea and on land. The inscription is dated
palaeographically to the fourth-fifth centuries.9
In the sixth century many of the dwelling quarters were abandoned.
At the same time we see the increase in importance of a fortress, Mawiya,
built on a large rock rising on the shore over the city. During this period,
San‘a’ became the stronghold of Yazanid princes who were struggling for
domination over Southern Arabia. A famous inscription tells us about these
political events and about the building of a fortress. On the mountain there
are also some graffiti, probably carved by the builders of the fortress.
Nearby one can also see a small temple and large reservoirs for collecting
and storing rain water.
Yemeni Settlement in the New Lands
Islamization brought a new movement of people - an ebbtide of Yemenis
from their native land. During the Muslim conquests many of them settled
in the new cities taken or founded by the Arabs. Like the other Muslims,
Yemenis settled in special tribal quarters and in many cases they actually
supervised the division of the quarters. Such was the case in al-Fustat and
Hims, where Yemenis represented the majority of the new settlers. In both
places members of Kinda played the major role. One may presume that
they were following their old tradition of settlement at new sites.
Al-Fustat was founded as a new city in 22/643, near an old fortress.
The settlement was supervised by Yemenis from the Tujlb branch of Kinda,
and from the Murad branch of Madhhij, Khawlan and Ma‘afir. In the
, P.A. Gryaznevitch, “Drevniy Hadramaut v svete polevih issledovaniy sovetskoJemenskoy expedicii”, Vestnik drevney istorii (1989), 132; V. Vinogradov,
uretsheskaya nadpic is Yuznoy Aravii”, ibid., 162-69.
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centre of this settlement, near the fortress, mixed quarters were organized,
bringing together representatives of different tribes. Most quarters,
however, were inhabited by separate tribes. Yemen bedouin, like Kinda
and Mahra, preferred to settle near the fortress or near Jabal al-Muqattam
to the east of al-Fustat.10
The city of Hims in Syria was conquered “by treaty” in the year
16/637. Only part of the population left the town. Abandoned dwellings
and empty sites became the area of settlement of the Muslim newcomers, as
they also did at San‘a ’. The settlement was directed by a Kindi, al-Simt ibn
al-Aswad, who was the chief of the military campaign but did not become
governor. “He divided [Hims] between the Muslims so that they settled
there and lived everywhere left by the inhabitants and in the abandoned
squares.” 11This description preserved by al-Baladhuri contains some
terminological subtleties in relation to the description of different stages in
the general process of bedouin settlement traditions in the south and north
of the peninsula. The first stage is “khatta” (“he divided”, “he drew the
borderlines” between the tribes. The second “nazalu” (“they made a
camp”, “they stopped” in the place assigned to them). The third is “askana ”
(“he caused them to live there permanently”). The new epoch of Islam was
evolving, but at first using wherever possible the old ways of establishing a
settlement after migration.
Behind many phenomena of early Islamic society there stands a
tradition that was originally Arab. All these Arabian traditions emerged as
the result of a long dynamic development. In southern Arabia we see an
ancient tradition of migration and the settlement of newcomers near earlier
dwelling places. We also see there a gradual shifting of political and
economic importance to the settlements in the highlands, as well as an
increased density of population in some settlements, as a result of the
settling of newcomers on empty sites inside the old towns. In this way a
new system of hinterland and intercity connections and priorities began to
emerge.

10 Al-Maqrlzl, Kitab al-mawa’iz7.wa--i‘tihar hi-dhikr al-khitat wa-l-athar I (Bulaq, 1289
AH), 297.
11 Al-Baladhurl, Kitab futuh al-buldan, ed. ‘Abd Allah al-Tabba‘, ‘Umar al-Tabba‘
(Beirut, 1957), 179.

